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Abstract

An essential function of DNA topoisomerase IIα (170 kDa, TOP2α/170) is to resolve DNA topologic entanglements during chromosome dysjunction by introducing transient DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs). TOP2α/170 is an important target for DNA damage-stabilizing anticancer drugs, whose clinical efficacy is compromised by drug resistance often associated with decreased TOP2α/170 expression. We recently demonstrated that an etoposide-resistant K562 clonal subline, K/VP.5, with reduced levels of TOP2α/170, expresses high levels of a novel C-terminal truncated TOP2α isoform (90 kDa, TOP2α/90). TOP2α/90, the translation product of a TOP2α mRNA that retains a processed intron 19 (I19), heterodimerizes with TOP2α/170 and is a resistance determinant through a dominant negative effect on drug activity. We hypothesized that genome editing to enhance I19 removal would provide a tractable strategy to circumvent acquired TOP2α-mediated drug resistance. To enhance I19 removal in K/VP.5 cells, CRISPR/Cas9 was utilized to make changes (GAG//GTAAAC→GAG//GTAAAGT) in the TOP2α gene’s suboptimal exon 19/intron 19 5′ splice site (E19/I19 5′ SS). Gene edited clones were identified by qPCR and verified by sequencing. Characterization of a clone with all TOP2α alleles edited revealed improved I19 removal, decreased TOP2α/90 protein, and increased TOP2α/170 protein. Sensitivity to etoposide-induced DNA damage (γH2AX, comet assays) and growth inhibition was restored to the levels comparable to those in parental K562 cells. Together results indicate that our gene editing strategy for optimizing the TOP2α E19/I19 5′ SS in K/VP.5 cells circumvents resistance to etoposide and other TOP2-targeted drugs.
Significance Statement

Results presented here indicate that CRISPR/Cas9 gene editing of a suboptimal E19/I19 5’ SS in the TOP2α gene results in circumvention of acquired drug resistance to etoposide and other TOP2-targeted drugs in a clonal K562 cell line by enhancing removal of intron 19 thereby decreasing formation of a truncated TOP2α/90 isoform and increasing expression of full-length TOP2α/170 in these resistant cells. Results demonstrate the importance of RNA processing in acquired drug resistance to TOP2α-targeted drugs.
**Introduction**

The human DNA topoisomerase II (170 kDa, TOP2α/170) enzyme functions as a homodimer to resolve DNA topology by introducing transient DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs) essential for chromosomal segregation during mitosis (Deweese and Osheroff, 2009; Nitiss, 2009). TOP2α/170 enzymatic activity is necessary for cell survival and is highly expressed in rapidly proliferating cells. This has made TOP2α/170 an important target in cancer therapy (Chen et al., 2013; Pommier et al., 2016). Type IIA topoisomerase interfacial inhibitors, such as etoposide, stabilize the enzyme-DNA complexes by insertion within the break sites generated by TOP2α/170, thereby inhibiting re-ligation, resulting in DSBs and triggering cell death (Pommier and Marchand, 2011).

Resistance to TOP2α interfacial poisons is frequently associated with a reduction of TOP2α/170 expression levels or its altered sub-cellular localization (Ganapathi and Ganapathi, 2013; Capelôa et al., 2020). We previously demonstrated that acquired resistance to etoposide in a human K562 leukemia cell line, K/VP.5, is associated with decreased TOP2α/170 mRNA/protein expression levels and a dramatically increased expression of a novel TOP2α mRNA (Accession: MH936673), which retains a processed intron-19 (I19) and encodes a TOP2α isoform now designated TOP2α/90 (Kanagasabai et al., 2017; Elton et al., 2020). Importantly, the TOP2α/90 isoform heterodimerizes with TOP2α/170, resulting in a dominant-negative effect with respect to etoposide-induced covalent TOP2α-DNA complexes, DNA damage, and cytotoxicity (Kanagasabai et al., 2018) thereby functioning as a resistance determinant.

Over 95% of genes undergo alternative pre-mRNA splicing, a process by which a single pre-mRNA is matured into multiple mRNA isoforms (Lee and Rio, 2015). This leads to the expression of different mRNA isoforms and is responsible for proteomic diversity. Several types of alternative splicing of a pre-mRNA have been described including intron retention (Lee and Rio, 2015). Although most intron
retaining mRNA transcripts are susceptible to nuclear intron detention (Boutz et al., 2015) or nonsense mediated decay (Kurosaki and Maquat 2016), some intron retaining transcripts leave the nucleus and undergo translation to produce new protein isoforms with novel functions (Li et al., 2016; Uzor et al., 2018; Shoubridge et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2019b). This process seems to occur in a number TOP2α intron retaining mRNA variants that are translated into novel truncated TOP2α isoforms and play a role in chemoresistance (Harker et al., 1995; Yu et al., 1997; Mo and Beck, 1997; Kanagasabai et al., 2017, 2018; Elton et al., 2020).

Intron retention is regulated by a complex combination of cis- and trans-acting factors (Monteuuis et al., 2019). One cis-acting sequence feature is the presence of weak or suboptimal SS at the 5′ and/or 3′ ends of the intron, which can impede the spliceosome’s ability to recognize introns that should be spliced out (Hicks et al., 2010; Huang et al., 2012; Eckert et al., 2016). Studies investigating intron retention events have demonstrated that removal of retained introns could be enhanced by strengthening the sub-optimal 5′ SS by mutation in a minigene system (Wickramasinghe et al., 2015) or by clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats/CRISPR-associated protein 9 (CRISPR/Cas9) gene editing (Yue and Ogawa, 2017).

Since weak splice sites are inefficiently recognized by the spliceosome which, in part, can lead to intron retention (Monteuuis et al., 2019), the human TOP2α gene was subjected to splice site (SS) analyses (http://rulai.cshl.edu/new_alt_exon_db2/HTML/score.html). This analysis revealed that the TOP2α E19/I19 5′ SS (GAG//GTAAAC) is sub-optimal, with a score of 6.1 out of a maximum score of 12.4 for the optimal consensus 5′ SS (CAG//GTAAAG). Hence, we hypothesized that this weak SS influences I19 retention and that by mutating/gene editing the TOP2α E19/I19 5′ SS in etoposide resistant K/VP.5 cells sensitivity to etoposide would be restored.
Transfection experiments utilizing a TOP2α/Minigene (i.e., a plasmid which harbors a TOP2α gene segment encompassing E19 through exon 20 [E20]) demonstrated that mutating the suboptimal wild type E19/I19-5′ SS (GAG//GTAAAC) to a consensus 5′ SS (CAG//GTAAAGT) decreased I19 retention in K/VP.5 cells providing “proof of concept” for CRISPR/Cas9 editing as a viable strategy to circumvent resistance. Therefore, the CRISPR/Cas9 system with homology directed repair (HDR) (Jinek et al., 2012; Mali et al., 2013; Liang et al., 2017) was utilized to introduce specific gene edits (GAG//GTAAAC→GAG//GTAAAGT) in the suboptimal TOP2α E19/I19-5′ SS in K/VP.5 cells. Notably, in K/VP.5 edited cells, intron 19 retention was attenuated resulting in decreased formation of TOP2α/90, restoration of full length TOP2α/170 levels, and increased etoposide-induced DNA damage and growth inhibitory effects comparable to those seen in parental K562 cells. Together, these results demonstrate that CRISPR/Cas9 editing of the TOP2α gene circumvents acquired drug resistance to etoposide and other TOP2-targeted drugs.
Materials and Methods

**Cell Culture and Acute Myeloid Leukemia (AML) Blasts.** Human K562 leukemia cells were maintained in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) (Corning, Manassas, VA) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS). Etoposide-resistant K/VP.5 cells were selected and cloned subsequent to intermittent and eventually continuous exposure of K562 cells to 0.5 µM etoposide as previously described (Ritke and Yalowich, 1993). K/VP.5 and gene-edited clonal cells were maintained in DMEM/10% FBS with etoposide (0.5 µM) added every other week. CRISPR clones, generated from K/VP.5 cells, were maintained in DMEM/10% FBS. All experiments described below were performed utilizing cells growing in log phase. De-identified blast cells from newly diagnosed AML patients and from the same patients at relapse (who previously received TOP2α-targeted therapies) were obtained from The Ohio State University Comprehensive Cancer Center Leukemia Tissue Bank Shared Resource.

**Human TOP2α/170 and TOP2α/90 Real-Time PCR Assays.** Total RNA was isolated from K562, K/VP.5, CRISPR/Cas9 edited K/VP.5 cells, and blasts from AML patients (matched pretreatment and relapse) using the RNA Easy Plus Mini Kit (cat. no.74134; Qiagen, Germantown, MD). To ensure complete removal of contaminating DNA, an on-column digestion of DNA with RNase-free DNase (cat. no.79254; Qiagen) was included during RNA purification. RNA (1 µg) was reverse transcribed using random hexamers and MultiScribe Reverse Transcriptase (High Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription Kit, cat. no. 4368814; ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) as previously described by our laboratory (Kanagasabai et al., 2017, 2018). Quantitative real-time PCR experiments (total reaction volume 10 µL) were performed in duplicate using TaqMan Gene Expression hydrolysis probes (ThermoFisher Scientific) as previously described (Kanagasabai et al., 2017, 2018). TOP2α/170 mRNA expression levels were measured using a hydrolysis probe spanning the TOP2α E19/E20 boundary (5’-TCATGGTGAGATGTCACTAATGATG-3’) (TaqMan assay Hs01032135_m1), specific for
TOP2α/170 cDNAs. TOP2α/90 mRNA expression levels were measured using a custom hydrolysis probe that spans the wild type E19/I19 boundary (5′-TCATGTTGAGGTAACACACAATCC-3′). A custom hydrolysis probe was also synthesized that harbored CRISPR/Cas9 mediated changes (bolded and underlined below) in the E19/I19 boundary (5′-TCATG<sup>C</sup>TGAGGTAAGTACACAATCC-3′) to specifically measure the expression levels of edited TOP2α/90 mRNAs transcribed in the K/VP.5/edit-3 cell line. Finally, a custom hydrolysis probe was synthesized that harbored the CRISPR/Cas9 mediated change (bolded and underlined) in the E19/E20 boundary (5′-TCATG<sup>C</sup>TGAGATGTCATAATGATG-3′) to specifically measure the expression levels of edited TOP2α/170 mRNAs transcribed in the K/VP.5/edit-3 cell line. The relative mRNA expression levels of TOP2α/90, edited TOP2α/90, TOP2α/170, and edited TOP2α/170 in each cell line were normalized to TATA-box binding protein (TBP, TaqMan assay Hs99999910_m1) expression using the 2<sup>−ΔΔCt</sup> method (Schmittgen and Livak, 2008).

Immunoassays. K562, K/VP.5, and CRISPR/Cas9 edited K/VP.5 (-/+ etoposide treatment) cellular extracts were subjected to Western blot analysis as previously described (Kanagasabai et al., 2017, 2018). Unless otherwise noted, 16 µg of protein was loaded into each well. Membranes were incubated overnight at 4°C with one of the following primary antibodies: a rabbit polyclonal antibody raised against the human TOP2α/90/170 N-terminal sequence (amino acids 14-27) (cat. no. ab74715; Abcam, Cambridge, MA; used at 1:1000 dilution), a mouse monoclonal glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) antibody (cat. no. sc-47724; Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA; used at 1:5000 dilution), a mouse γH2AX (phosphorylated Ser-139 residue of the H2A histone family member X) monoclonal antibody (cat. no. sc-25330; Santa Cruz Biotechnology; used at 1:500 dilution). The membranes were subsequently incubated at room temperature for ~3 hours with a donkey anti-rabbit or anti-mouse secondary antibody (1:5000 dilution) (Jackson Immuno Research, West Grove,
Finally, TOP2α isoforms, GAPDH, and γH2AX were detected using the Immun-Star or Clarity Max chemiluminescence kits (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA). All immunoassay images were acquired with the ChemiDoc XRS+ imaging system and analyzed with ImageLab software (Bio-Rad Laboratories).

**TOP2α/Minigene Constructs.** The pcDNA3.1(+) mammalian expression plasmid (ThermoFisher Scientific) was linearized by NheI/XbaI digestion in CutSmart buffer according to the manufacturer’s protocol (New England BioLabs, Ipswich, MA). Using human genomic DNA as a template, a 1355-bp fragment encompassing the TOP2α gene from just inside the beginning of E19 through E20 was PCR amplified by utilizing sense (5′-CCCAAGCTGGCTAGCTAGACTACGTAGAGAAAGGTTTTGTTTACT-3′) and antisense (5′-CCCTCTAGACTCGAGCTGAGCATTGTAAAGATGTATCG-3′) primers employing standard PCR procedures with a proofreading polymerase, CloneAmp HiFi (cat. no. 639298; Takara Bio Inc., Kusatsu, Shiga, Japan). The primer sequences homologous to the regions just downstream of the beginning of TOP2α E19 and immediately upstream of the end of TOP2α E20 are bolded. The sense and antisense primers also harbor 15 nucleotide extensions (not bolded) that are homologous to ends of the NheI/XbaI linearized pCR3.1 plasmid and are necessary for “In-Fusion” cloning methodology (In-Fusion HD Cloning Kit, cat. no. 638916; Takara Bio Inc). The TOP2α E19/I19/E20 amplicon was gel purified and subcloned into the NheI/XbaI linearized pCR3.1 plasmid according to the manufacturer’s protocol. The authenticity and orientation of the inserts relative to the cytomegalovirus (CMV) promoter were confirmed by dideoxy sequencing. The resulting recombinant pCR/TOP2α/E19/I19/E20 “minigene” plasmid was designated TOP2α/Minigene1.

The suboptimal wild type E19/I19 5′ SS (GAG//GTAAAC) harbored in the TOP2α/Minigene 1 plasmid was mutated to a consensus 5′ SS (CAG//GTAAAGT) using a Q5 Site-Directed Mutagenesis kit (cat. no. E0554S; New England Biolabs) following the manufacturer’s instructions. The primers used for
Mutagenesis were sense (5'-CAGGTAAGTACACAATCCATGAAACC-3') and antisense (5'-ACCATGATGATAAGAGACATTTCAGC-3'). Importantly, these primers were designed with their 5' ends annealing back-to-back (inverse PCR). The nucleotides that were mutated are shown in bold print and were confirmed by dideoxy sequencing. The mutated consensus E19/I19 5' SS plasmid was designated TOP2α/Minigene2.

Transfection and TOP2α/Minigene1/2 PCR amplification. K562 and K/VP.5 cells (2.25 x 10^6 cells in 100 µL per condition) were transfected with TOP2α/Minigene1 or TOP2α/Minigene2 (5.0 µg plasmid) by electroporation technology (Nucleofector Kit V; Lonza, Basel, Switzerland), according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Twenty four hours after transfection, total RNA was isolated from transfected K562 and K/VP.5 cells and reverse transcribed as described above. The cDNA was subsequently PCR amplified using a T7 forward primer (5'-CGAAATTAATACGACTACTATAGG-3') and a TOP2α I19 reverse primer (5'-GCAGACTTATGAATATCCCTGCAGG-3') or a TOP2α E20 reverse primer (5'-GCAAGAGGTTTAGATTATTGCTACC-3') using AmpliTaq DNA Polymerase (cat. no. N8080160, ThermoFisher). PCR products were fractionated by electrophoresis on a 1.5% agarose gel, and PCR amplicons were visualized under UV light after staining with 0.5 mg/ml ethidium bromide. Images were captured using the ChemiDoc XRS1 imaging system and analyzed using ImageLab software (Bio-Rad Laboratories).

Genomic Cleavage Detection (GCD). TrueGuide Hypoxanthine-guanine phosphoribosyltransferase (HPRT1) positive control CRISPR RNA (crRNA) (5'-GCAUUUCUCAGUCCUAAACA-3') (cat. no. A35517), custom TrueGuide TOP2α crRNA #1 (5'-GTCTTTCTTATCATCATGTTG-3'), TrueGuide TOP2α crRNA #2 (5'-GAAATGTCTTTCTTCATCA-3'), TrueGuide TOP2α crRNA #3 (5'-TATAATGCTTTCTGAAACA-3'), and TrueGuide 72-bp trans-activating CRISPR RNA (tracrRNA) (cat. no. A35517) were obtained from ThermoFisher. Each TrueGuide RNA is chemically modified...
(2′O-methyl analogs and phosphorothioate linkages) to increase editing efficiency and protect against nuclease degradation. All TrueGuide crRNAs were individually annealed to a common tracrRNA scaffold according to the manufacturer’s instructions for a final crRNA:tracrRNA duplex (gRNA) concentration of 20 μM. The gRNAs (0.5 μg) were individually incubated with 2 μg TrueCut Cas9 Protein v2 (cat. no. A36498; ThermoFisher) for 15 minutes to form Cas9 protein/gRNA ribonucleoprotein complexes. These complexes were subsequently transfected into etoposide resistant K/VP.5 cells by electroporation technology (Nucleofector Kit V; Lonza, Basel, Switzerland) according to manufacturer’s instructions and as reported previously (Kanagasabai et al., 2017).

To determine if the gene-specific Cas9 protein/gRNA ribonucleoprotein complexes created on-target DSBs within the TOP2α E19/I19 boundary sequence, K/VP.5 cells (2 x 10^6) were lysed 48 hours after transfection using cell lysis buffer/Proteinase K (GeneArt Genomic Cleavage Detection Kit (cat. no. A24372; ThermoFisher). Genomic DNA (1 μL of lysate) at the TOP2α locus between E18 and I19 was then PCR amplified (50 μL reaction volume) using the following primers; GCD TOP2α E18 For (5′-GATCTATCCCTTCTATGGTGG-3′) and GCD TOP2α I19 Rev (5′-CAGAAATCAAAGGGCAAGCAG-3′). Positive control PCR experiments were also performed at the HPRT1 intron 2 locus using the following primers: GCD HPRT1 For (5′-AGAGGAGGGCCTTACTAATTAC-3′) and GCD HPRT1 Rev 5′-CATGCATAGCCAGTGCTTGAG-3′). The PCR amplicons were subsequently denatured, reannealed and incubated with T7 endonuclease I (i.e., structure-selective enzyme that recognizes and cleaves mismatched DNA) to detect insertions/deletions (INDELs) created by non-homologous end joining (NHEJ). The digested and non-digested PCR products were fractionated by electrophoresis on a 2% agarose gel and images were captured as described above. The following equation was used to the calculate the cleavage efficiency of
HPRT1 and TOP2α gRNA/Cas9: Cleavage Efficiency = \{1 - [(1 - \text{Fraction Cleaved})^{1/2}]\} \times 100 \text{ where} \\
\text{fraction cleaved} = (\text{sum of cleaved band intensities})/(\text{sum of the cleaved and parental band intensities}).

**Genome Editing of the TOP2α E19/I19 5' SS.** The suboptimal TOP2α E19/I19 5' SS (GAG/GTAAAC; splicing score, 6.1) was gene edited (GAG/GTAA\textcolor{red}{GT}; splicing score, 11.6) utilizing the TOP2α crRNA #2:tracrRNA duplex (gRNA-2) (see above), TrueCut Cas9 Protein, and a 180 nucleotide symmetric single stranded oligonucleotide repair template (Ultramer Oligo, Integrated DNA Technologies, Coralville, Iowa; see Supplemental Table 1 for complete sequence) designated Enhanced E19/I19 5' SS/No PAM-2. This repair template equally spans TOP2α E19/I19 and harbors the desired two 5' SS nucleotide changes. Moreover, this repair template harbors an additional nucleotide change to eliminate the protospacer-adjacent motif #2 (PAM #2; see Fig. 5) to avoid re-cutting of edited alleles upon the repeated transfections necessary to edit all three TOP2α alleles present in the clonal K562 cell line, K/VP.5 (Cioe et al., 1981; Zhou et al., 2019), at the E19/I19 5' SS. Finally, the repair template was chemically modified (phosphorothioate linkages) at the first and last two nucleotides to protect against nuclease degradation.

Genome editing of the TOP2α E19/I19 5' SS was conducted as follows. Briefly, gRNA #2 (0.5 μg) was incubated with 2 μg TrueCut Cas9 Protein v2 and 5 μM TOP2α E19/I19 repair template (designated Enhanced E19/I19 5' SS/No PAM-2; Fig. 5E and Supplemental Table 1) for 15 min according to the manufacturer’s instructions. This mixture was then transfected into K/VP.5 cells (2.25 × 10^6 cells in 100 μl) by electroporation as reported previously (Kanagasabai et al., 2017). Forty-eight hours later, K/VP.5 cells (50,000) were lysed for Cas9 targeting and repair efficiency using the GCD assay described above. After verification of successful on-target genome editing generated by NHEJ, the remaining transfected K/VP.5 cells were plated using limiting dilution cloning in ten 96 well plates (0.8 cells per well). Aliquots (~25-50,000 cells) from single cell clones were subsequently lysed with GCD
buffer (see above) ~2 weeks after plating. Supernatants were assayed for HDR by genomic qPCR using a probe specific for the edited TOP2α E19/I19 5’ SS (5'-TCATGCTGAGGTAAGTGACACAATCC-3’) to identify colonies with at least one TOP2α edited allele. After the first round of transfection, multiple colonies with one edited allele were identified by qPCR and confirmed by sequencing. A single TOP2α allele edited clone designated, K/VP.5/edit-1, was subjected to an additional round of transfection with gRNA-2, Cas9, and the TOP2α E19/I19 repair template followed by limiting dilution cloning. Genomic qPCR using a probe specific for the edited TOP2α E19/I19 5’ SS and the suboptimal wild type TOP2α E19/I19 5’ SS qPCR probe was utilized to identify gene edited K/VP.5 clones with two and three TOP2α edited alleles, now designated K/VP.5/edit-2 and K/VP.5/edit-3 (see Fig. 6).

RsaI Restriction Enzyme Analysis of CRISPR/Cas9 edited K/VP.5 cells. K/VP.5, K/VP.5/edit-1, K/VP.5/edit-3, and K/VP.5/edit-3 cells were lysed using cell GCD lysis buffer/Proteinase K as described above and genomic DNA (1 µl of lysate) at the TOP2α locus between E18/I18/E19/I19 was PCR amplified (50 µl rxn volume) using the following primers; GCD TOP2α E18 For (5'GATCTATCCCTTCTATGGTGG-3') and GCD TOP2α I19 Rev (5'CAGAAATCAAAGGGCAAGCAG-3'). Ten µL of the PCR reaction was then digested by RsaI (cat. no. R0167S, New England Biolabs) according to manufacturer’s instructions. The digested and non-digested PCR products were fractionated by electrophoresis on a 2% agarose gel and images were captured as described above (see Fig. 7).

RNA-sequencing and Bioinformatics Analyses. DNA-free RNA was isolated from K562, K/VP.5, and K/VP.5/edit-3 cells using the RNA Easy Plus Mini Kit (cat. No. 74134; Qiagen, Germantown, MD) with on-column digestion with RNase-Free DNase (cat. no. 79254). Two rounds of purification were utilized to assure high purity and DNase free RNA isolation. RNA-seq libraries were prepared at the OSU Comprehensive Cancer Center (OSUCCC) Genomics Shared Resource and sequenced from
quadruplicate samples from each cell line. Paired-end RNA sequencing was performed on an Illumina HiSeq 4000 platform at the Genomics Services Laboratory of The Research Institute at Nationwide Children’s Hospital, Columbus, OH. Illumina 150 bp paired-end RNA-seq raw reads from K562 and K/VP.5 RNA samples were mapped to the human reference genome GRCh38 using Hierarchical Indexing for Spliced Alignment for Transcripts v.2.1.0 9 (Kim et al., 2015) converted to bigwig coverage tracks using deepTools (Ramirez et al., 2016) and visualized using the Integrative Genomics Viewer (Robinson et al., 2011). Gene counts were generated with featureCounts (Liao et al., 2014) as described in (Gadepalli et al., 2019). Gene expression was quantified as log2 counts per million and differential expression analysis was performed using R limma voom function (Ritchie et al., 2015). RNA-seq data is available in GEO with accession number GSE163013.

**Growth Inhibitory Assays.** Log-phase K562 cells, K/VP.5 cells, and gene-edited K/VP.5 clonal cells were adjusted to 1-1.5 \(10^5\) cell/mL and incubated for 48 hours with DMSO as control solvent (final concentration 0.5%) and with various concentrations of a number of drugs, after which cells were counted on a model Z1 DUAL Coulter counter (Beckman Coulter, Indianapolis, IN). The extent of growth beyond the starting concentration in drug-treated versus control cells was expressed ultimately as percent inhibition of control growth. The 50% growth inhibitory values for each drug and each cell line were derived from replicate experiments performed on separate days fitting the concentration-response (inhibition) curves to a four-parameter logistic equation using Sigmaplot 14 (Systat Software, Inc., San Jose, CA).

**DNA Damage (Comet) Assays.** Alkaline (pH 13, detects primarily single-strand breaks) single-cell gel electrophoresis (Comet) assays were performed according to the manufacturer’s protocol (CometAssay Kit, cat. no. 4250-050-K; Trevigen, Gaithersburg, MD) and as previously described by our laboratory (Vlasova et al., 2011; Kanagasabai et al., 2017, 2018). Briefly, K562, K/VP.5, and
K/VP.5/edit-3 cells were washed and resuspended in buffer (25 mM HEPES, 10 mM glucose, 1 mM MgCl$_2$, 5 mM KCl, 130 mM NaCl, 5 mM NaH$_2$PO$_4$, pH 7.4). Cells were subsequently incubated with 2 or 10 μM etoposide or DMSO (solvent control) for 30 minutes at 37°C. The treated cells were washed with ice-cold buffer and resuspended to 0.28 × 10$^6$ cells/ml and then further diluted in low melt agarose. Following alkaline electrophoresis (of ~2000 cells) and subsequent staining with a fluorescent DNA intercalating dye, SYBR Gold, the migrating fragments (comet tail) from the nucleoid (comet head) were visualized and the images captured by fluorescence microscopy. The Olive tail moment (Olive, 2002), was quantified by the ImageJ processing program with the open-source software tool OpenComet (Gyori et al., 2014; www.cometbio.org). Olive tail moments from greater than 100 cells per sample condition were determined.

**Data Analysis.** Statistical analysis was performed using Sigma-Plot 14. All data were expressed as the mean ± standard deviation (SD). Unless noted otherwise, group-wise differences were analyzed using a two-tailed paired Student’s t test with no adjustment for multiple comparisons. A $P$-value of $<0.05$ was considered statistically significant with 95% confidence intervals (CI) noted in Figure legends.
Results

**TOP2α Expression in Etoposide Resistant K562 Cells.** Our lab previously established an etoposide-resistant K562 cell line by intermittent/continuous treatment with 0.5 μM etoposide followed by limiting dilution to isolate and then characterize a clonal K/VP.5 cell line (Ritke and Yalowich, 1993; Ritke et al., 1994). Recent studies utilizing K/VP.5 cells established that TOP2α/170 mRNA/protein levels were attenuated and TOP2α/90 mRNA/protein levels were augmented compared to parental K562 cells (Kanagasabai et al., 2017, 2018; Elton et al., 2020). To recapitulate these findings, K562 and K/VP.5 cDNAs were subjected to qPCR utilizing TaqMan hydrolysis primers/probes. The results of these experiments demonstrated that TOP2α/170 mRNA expression in K/VP.5 cells was reduced to 33% of that found in parental K562 cells, while TOP2α/90 mRNA expression was increased 97-fold in K/VP.5 cells compared to parental K562 cells (Fig. 1A). In K562 cells TOP2α/90 mRNA levels were extremely low compared to TOP2α/170 mRNA levels (Fig. 1A, light gray bars), while in K/VP.5 cells TOP2α/90 mRNA levels exceeded those of TOP2α/170 by ~2-fold (Fig. 1A, dark gray bars) reflecting I19 retention. Fig 1B also recapitulated our previous reports of decreased TOP2α/170 protein in K/VP.5 cells, currently to a level 8% that of parental K562 cells, while TOP2α/90 protein expression was 2-fold higher in K/VP.5 cells compared to K562 cells.

Since TOP2α/90 heterodimerizes with TOP2α/170 and is dominant-negative for etoposide-induced DNA damage and cytotoxicity compared to TOP2α/170 homodimers (Kanagasabai et al., 2018), it was of interest that the ratio of TOP2α/90 to TOP2α/170 mRNA/protein was greater in resistant K/VP.5 compared to parental K562 cells (Fig. 1A, 1B). Therefore, we next investigated whether there would
similarly be an increase in the TOP2α/90:TOP2α/170 mRNA ratio in AML blasts from patients who relapsed after initial standard-of-care treatment with TOP2-targeted agents. Fig. 2 demonstrated that, in six of seven patients, there was an increase in the TOP2α/90:TOP2α/170 mRNA ratio after relapse. Evaluation of the mean values for TOP2α/90:TOP2α/170 mRNA ratios pretreatment and after relapse for all seven patients indicated an average 4.01-fold increase which was statistically significant; $P = 0.036$ [95% CI (1.14, 14.16)]. These results suggested that the TOP2α/90 to TOP2α/170 ratio may be a correlate/determinant of acquired drug resistance and pointed to the potential importance of alternative RNA processing/intron retention as a biomarker and/or as a target for modulation/circumvention of drug resistance to TOP2α-targeted agents.

**TOP2α Minigene Constructs for Evaluation of I19 Retention.** Our laboratory previously demonstrated that the TOP2α/90 isoform is the translation product of an mRNA that shares the first 19 exons with the TOP2α/170 transcript (Kanagasabai et al., 2017). However, the TOP2α/90 mRNA retains a processed I19 and lacks the published TOP2α/170 transcript sequences from exon 20 to exon 35 (Kanagasabai et al., 2017, 2018; Elton et al., 2020). As a result of I19 retention, TOP2α/90 (i.e., 786 aa, 90,076 Da) is approximately one half the size of the wild type TOP2α/170 protein (i.e., 1531 aa, 174,385 Da) and does not harbor the active site tyrosine (Tyr805) required for wild type TOP2α/170 to generate DNA strand breaks (Deweese and Osheroff, 2009; Nitiss, 2009) which may account for its dominant-negative effects upon heterodimerization with TOP2α/170 (Kanagasabai et al., 2018).

To examine the mechanism(s) responsible for TOP2α I19 retention and resultant increased TOP2α/90 protein levels, our laboratory generated a minigene expression construct (Cooper, 2005) designated, TOP2α/Minigene1 which incorporated E19, I19, and E20 (Fig. 3A). To measure the relative expression levels of surrogate TOP2α/170 mRNAs (E19/E20; i.e I19 spliced out) transcribed and processed from the plasmid, TOP2α/Minigene1 was transiently transfected into K562 and K/VP.5 cells,
total RNA was isolated, treated with DNAse I, and then reverse-transcribed for PCR. To ensure that only minigene expressed mRNAs were amplified, a T7 primer (forward) was utilized in all PCR reactions (Fig. 3A). PCR analysis of the minigene expressed TOP2α/170 mRNAs demonstrated that I19 was appropriately spliced out (224 bp amplicon) in both K562 and K/VP.5 cells, and that K562 cells exhibited higher levels of properly processed TOP2α/170 mRNAs (Fig. 3B). Importantly, the minigene analysis correlated with the qPCR data shown in Fig. 1A which demonstrated that TOP2α/170 mRNA expression levels were greater in K562 compared to K/VP.5 cells. Therefore, transfection of the TOP2α gene fragment (i.e., E19, I19, and E20) within TOP2α/Minigene1 recapitulated the TOP2α/170 mRNA expression levels observed in nontransfected K562 and K/VP/5 cells (Fig. 1A) indicating that RNA processing of the TOP2α/Minigene1 derived transcripts mimics endogenous TOP2α mRNA splicing at the E19/I19 boundary and is amenable for further mechanistic studies.

Enhanced TOP2α I19 retention observed in K/VP.5 compared to K562 cells is likely the result of a combinatorial effect of cis-element SS sequences and the dysregulation of trans-acting factors (Lee and Rio, 2015; Monteuuis et al., 2019). Cis-elements are recognition sequences utilized by splicing-initiating factors to recruit the splicing machinery and the recognition efficiency of SS are governed by base pair homology with these splicing-initiating factors (Lee and Rio, 2015; Monteuuis et al., 2019). Interestingly, the TOP2α E19/I19-5’ SS is suboptimal (GAG//GTAAAC) differing from the consensus splice site (CAG//GTAAAGT) by three nucleotides and has a splicing “score” of 6.1 out of a maximum of 12.4 (http://rulai.cshl.edu/new_alt_exon_db2/HTML/score.html).

To investigate whether the weak TOP2α E19/I19-5’ SS contributes to I19 retention, the wild type 5’ SS was mutated from GAG//GTAAAC to CAG//GTAAAGT to generate the consensus TOP2α E19/I19-5’ SS in the TOP2α/Minigene1 construct (designated TOP2α/Minigene2) (Fig. 3C). K/VP.5 cells were transiently transfected with the suboptimal wild type 5’ SS minigene (TOP2α/Minigene1) or with the
consensus 5' SS minigene (TOP2α/Minigene2) construct. The relative expression of the surrogate TOP2α/90 and TOP2α/170 mRNAs transcribed and processed from the minigenes was determined by multiplex PCR using a T7 forward primer and TOP2α/90 and TOP2α/170 specific reverse primers (Fig. 3A; Methods and Supplemental Table 1).

Multiplex PCR analysis of the minigene expressed mRNAs in K/VP.5 cells transfected with the wildtype 5' SS TOP2α/Minigene1 construct demonstrated that the TOP2α/90 mRNA (E19/I19; i.e I19 retained) 350 bp amplicon levels were greater than the TOP2α/170 mRNA (E19/E20, I19 spliced out) 224 bp amplicon levels at PCR cycles 33 and 35 (Fig. 3C). In contrast, multiplex PCR analysis of the minigene expressed mRNAs in K/VP.5 cells transfected with the consensus 5' SS TOP2α/Minigene2 construct demonstrated that TOP2α/170 mRNA (E19/E20, I19 spliced out) 224 bp amplicon levels were now greater than the TOP2α/90 (E19/I19; I19 retained) 350 bp amplicon levels (Fig. 3C). Hence, optimizing the TOP2α E19/I19 5' SS resulted in reduced intron retention, decreased surrogate TOP2α/90 mRNA expression, and increased surrogate TOP2α/170 mRNA (Fig. 3C). These promising preliminary results prompted our use of CRISPR/Cas9 gene editing to optimize the TOP2α E19/I19-5' SS, diminish I19 retention in K/VP.5 cells, increase TOP2α/170 expression, and circumvent drug resistance.

**gRNA-2 Directs Cas9 Cleavage in the TOP2α E19/I19 Boundary Sequence.** Our results above with the TOP2α minigene plasmids together with previously published findings (Wickramasinghe et al., 2015; Yue and Ogawa, 2017) clearly demonstrated that optimizing a weak 5' SS can improve the efficiency of intron removal. Therefore, we next utilized the CRISPR/Cas9 system (Jinek et al., 2012; Mali et al., 2013; Liand et al., 2017) to introduce specific gene edits in the suboptimal TOP2α E19/I19-5' SS through HDR to enhance splicing out of I19. The gRNA/Cas9 complex binds to the target site and the Cas9 nuclease introduces a blunt-end DSB three bases upstream of a three-nucleotide sequence motif (NGG), known as the protospacer-adjacent motif (PAM) (Jinek et al., 2012; Mali et al., 2013). Thus, the
TOP2α E19/I19 boundary sequence (200 base pairs) was analyzed for PAM sequence motifs utilizing the CRISPR/Cas9 target online predictor (CCTop) (https://cctop.cos.uni-heidelberg.de/) (Stemmer et al., 2015). Although twelve PAM sites were identified (not shown), only three candidate PAM/gRNAs (Fig. 4A, color coded) were examined since they would target Cas9 in close proximity to the intended mutations (Fig. 5) which should maximize editing efficiency (Paquet et al., 2016; Liang et al., 2017). Of the three PAM/gRNAs studied, PAM/gRNA-2 had the highest CRISPRater efficacy score of 0.71 compared to 0.60 for PAM/gRNA-1 and 0.50 for PAM/gRNA-3 (Labuhun et al., 2017).

To determine the most efficient PAM/gRNA site, each corresponding gRNA was complexed with Cas9 and transiently transfected into K/VP5 cells. Forty-eight hours post transfection, cells were assayed for INDELs created by NHEJ (Qi et al., 2013) due to Cas9 cleavage in the TOP2α E19/I19 boundary sequence. Briefly, cells were lysed using the GCD lysis buffer, followed by PCR using a forward primer on E18 and a reverse primer on I19 to amplify the CRISPR/Cas9 target region (Fig. 4B). PCR amplicons were then denatured and re-annealed to evaluate Cas9-induced breaks and NHEJ-mediated mismatches (heteroduplex DNA) targeted/cleaved by T7 endonuclease I. GCD analysis of PAM/gRNAs 1-3 revealed that only PAM-2/gRNA-2 (color coded red) effectively guided Cas9 to the target site (Fig. 4C). The calculated Cas9 cleavage efficiency (Liang et al., 2017) in the TOP2α E19/I19 boundary by the TOP2α gRNA-2 was 7.3% compared with the optimized control HPRT1 gRNA of 14.0%. All subsequent experiments were performed with TOP2α gRNA-2.

**CRISPR/Cas9: Strategy to Edit the TOP2α E19/I19 5′ SS.** Since the wild type TOP2α E19/I19 5′ SS is suboptimal (GAG//GTAAAC) (Fig. 5A, blue box), analyses were performed to determine the impact of specific gene edits on the 5′ SS scores. These analyses demonstrated that if the TOP2α E19/I19 5′ SS (splicing “score” of 6.1) was edited to a consensus 5′ SS (splicing “score” of 12.4), (http://rulai.cshl.edu/new_alt_exon_db2/HTML/score.html), as was done for the TOP2α/Minigene2
construct (Fig. 3C), then a non-conservative amino acid change would result (Glu→Gln) in the TOP2α/170 protein (Fig. 5B, blue box). In contrast, by editing only the last two nucleotides of the TOP2α E19/I19 5' SS (AC→GT) (Fig. 5C), the 5' SS score would be enhanced (from 6.1→11.6) with no amino acid change in the TOP2α/170 protein sequence (compare Fig. 5A and 5C). Therefore, we initially planned to include only the AC→GT nucleotide change (Fig. 5C) in the mutagenic single-stranded oligo DNA nucleotide (ssODN) repair template (not shown). However, K562 and drug resistant K/VP.5 cells are triploid with three copies of the TOP2α gene (Cioe et al., 1981; Zhou et al., 2019), presenting challenges for successful isolation of a clone with gene editing of the E19/I19-5' SS in all three alleles after a single Cas9, gRNA, repair template co-transfection.

Since only PAM-2/gRNA-2 effectively guided Cas9 to the target site (Fig. 4C), a repair template was designed based on the TOP2α E19/I19 gene boundary sequences changes shown in Fig. 5D to include the AC→GT alterations and to eliminate PAM-2. This strategy was implemented to avoid re-cutting of already edited alleles upon subsequent rounds of transfection, to assure editing of all three TOP2α alleles, and to result in an optimized TOP2α E19/I19 5' SS. The G→C modification in the PAM-2 site (Fig. 5D, 5E) resulted in a very conservative amino acid change Gly→Ala (compare Fig. 5A, 5D) in TOP2α protein. The symmetric 180 nucleotide ssODN HDR template (Fig. 5E, denoted as Enhanced E19/I19 5' SS/No PAM-2) with homology to both TOP2α E19 and I19 was synthesized and utilized in all CRISPR/Cas9 transfection experiments.

CRISPR/Cas9: qPCR Selection and Sequence Analysis of Edited TOP2α E19/I19 Clonal Cell Lines. K/VP.5 cells were transfected with gRNA-2 (Fig. 4A, Supplemental Table 1), Cas9 protein and the HDR template (Fig. 5E). Forty-eight hours post transfection, cells were seeded at 0.8 cell/well in 96 well plates and allowed to grow for two weeks. Cell aliquots harvested from single-colony wells were lysed and screened by genomic DNA qPCR.
We have previously validated the specificity of a qPCR hybridization probe (5'-TCATGGTGAGGTAAACACACAATCC-3') for the wild type TOP2α E19/I19 boundary to demonstrate that the TOP2α/90 truncated isoform was encoded by an mRNA that harbors a retained and processed I19 (Kanagasabai et al., 2017, 2018; Elton et al., 2020). To discriminate between the wild type TOP2α E19/I19 and the CRISPR/Cas9 edited TOP2α E19/I19 boundary, an additional custom qPCR hybridization probe containing the edited sequence (5'-TCATGCTGAGGTAAGTACACAATCC-3') was synthesized. Non-transfected K/VP.5 cell control experiments demonstrated no signal from this custom E19/I19 edited qPCR probe (Fig. 6AI, red line). Only the wild type TOP2α E19/I19 boundary probe (black line) yielded a positive genomic qPCR signal (Fig. 6AI). Sanger sequencing verified the wildtype TOP2α genomic sequence (Fig. 6BI). In contrast, when CRISPR/Cas9 edited K/VP.5 cell lysates were screened (~60 clonal cell colonies), several clones were identified where the qPCR signal for the edited TOP2α E19/I19 boundary probe signal (red line) appeared a few PCR cycles after the wild type (black line) TOP2α E19/I19 boundary probe (Fig. 6AII). Sanger sequence analysis demonstrated that both wild type and edited genomic sequence were present in the TOP2α E19/I19 boundary, with the wild type sequence predominant at all three of the edited sites (Fig. 6BII). Together, these results suggested that one of the three TOP2α E19/I19 boundary alleles was edited in this clonal cell line (now designated K/VP.5/edit-1).

The K/VP.5/edit-1 clonal cell line was subjected to an additional transfection with gRNA-2, Cas9 protein, and the TOP2α HDR template. Forty-eight hours post transfection, K/VP.5/edit-1 cells were seeded at 0.8 cell/well, grown two weeks followed by screening of cell lysates from single clonal colonies by genomic DNA qPCR utilizing the wild type and CRISPR/Cas9 edited TOP2α E19/I19 boundary probes. From the second transfection (~60 clonal colonies screened), a clonal cell population was identified where the edited TOP2α E19/I19 boundary probe signal (red line) appeared earlier than
the wild type (black line) TOP2α E19/I19 boundary probe (Fig. 6AIII). Sanger sequence analysis again demonstrated that both wild type and edited genomic sequences were present in the TOP2α E19/I19 boundary (Fig. 6BIII). However, the CRISPR/Cas9 edited sequence was now predominant in the electropherogram at all three mutated sites (Fig. 6BIII). Together, these results suggested that two of the three TOP2α E19/I19 boundary alleles were edited in this clonal cell line (now designated K/VP.5/edit-2).

Finally, from this same second transfection, another clonal cell line was identified where the genomic qPCR results of a cellular lysate yielded a positive PCR signal (red line) only with the edited TOP2α E19/I19 boundary probe (Fig. 6AIV) suggesting that all three TOP2α E19/I19 boundary alleles were edited. Sanger sequence analysis verified that only edited sequence was present all three mutated sites (Fig. 6BIV) in this clonal cell line (now designated K/VP.5/edit-3).

**RsaI Analysis Validation of CRISPR/Cas9 Editing of the TOP2α E19/I19 5′ SS in K/VP.5 Cells.** Fortuitously, editing the last two nucleotides of the TOP2α E19/I19 5′ SS (AC→GT) (Fig. 5C) introduced a restriction site for RsaI endonuclease (GT\*AC). Successful TOP2α gene editing would allow for RsaI digestion at the E19/I19 boundary. Thus, an independent assay with RsaI endonuclease was carried out to validate the CRISPR-edited TOP2α gene clones. Cell lysates from the CRISPR-generated cell lines (K/VP.5/edit-1→-3) and parental K/VP.5 cells were used as templates for PCR reactions performed with a forward primer that anneals to TOP2α E18 and a reverse primer that anneals to I19 (Fig. 7A). Based on the location of the forward and reverse primers, the expected size of the parental PCR amplicon is 409 bp. After RsaI digestion of putative gene-edited clones the expected sizes of gene edited clones are 265 bp and 154 bp (Fig. 7A). As expected, RsaI did not result in cleavage in non-edited K/VP.5 cells (Fig. 7B). In contrast, partial RsaI digestion of the 409 bp band was evident in K/VP.5/edit-1 lysates with reduction in this parental amplicon. There was greater intensity of cleaved
bands in K/VP.5/edit-2 lysates along with greater reduction in the parental PCR 409 bp amplicon. These results are consistent with successful CRISPR/Cas9 editing of one and two TOP2α E19/I19 5′SS alleles in K/VP.5/edit-1 and K/VP.5/edit-2 clonal cell lines, respectively. Importantly, the 409 bp amplicon from K/VP.5/edit-3 lysates was completely digested by RsaI (Fig. 7B) indicating, together with qPCR and sequencing data (Fig. 6), that all the three TOP2α E19/I19 5′ SS alleles were edited by CSRISP/Cas9 and HDR.

Modulation of TOP2α/170 and TOP2α/90 Expression in K/VP.5 Cells with CRISPR/Cas9 Edited TOP2α E19/I19 5′ SS. Fig. 1A qPCR evaluations demonstrated a very high ratio of TOP2α/170:TOP2α/90 mRNA in K562 cells (gray bars) and a much lower ratio in drug resistant K/VP.5 cells (dark gray bars), reflecting both a decrease in TOP2α/170 mRNA and an increase in TOP2α/90 mRNA due to I19 retention in these drug resistant cells. We have posited that gene editing of the suboptimal TOP2α E19/I19 5′ SS in K/VP.5 cells will decrease I19 retention and restore levels of TOP2α/170 mRNA and protein relative to those of TOP2α/90. Separate qPCR experiments (Fig. 8A) evaluating TOP2α/170 and TOP2α/90 mRNA in K562 and KVP.5 cells recapitulated Fig. 1A results indicating that TOP2α/170:TOP2α/90 mRNA ratios were statistically significantly decreased in K/VP.5 cells compared to K562 cells. In K/VP.5/edit-3 cells compared to K/VP.5 cells, the TOP2α/170:TOP2α/90 mRNA ratio was statistically significantly increased (Fig. 8A), consistent with our central hypothesis and a putative indication for circumvention of drug resistance.

To further confirm that our CRISPR/Cas9 strategy effectively diminished I19 retention, total transcriptome analysis was performed by RNA-seq in K562, K/VP.5, and K/VP.5/edit-3 cells. Results (Fig. 8B) clearly visualize I19 retention events in K/VP.5 cell TOP2α RNA-seq genome coverage tracks. In addition, the reduced genome coverage tracks for E20 in K/VP.5 cells indicated, as expected, that there were fewer full length TOP2α/170 reads in these resistant cells. In K/VP.5/edit-3 cells, there was
restoration of I19 removal as well as recovery of full length TOP2α/170 reads consistent with increased full length mature TOP2α/170 mRNA (Fig. 8B). Finally, in K/VP.5/edit-3 cells, there was decreased TOP2α/90 and restoration of TOP2α/170 protein levels comparable to those in parental K562 cells (Fig. 8C) along with a corresponding statistically significant increase in the TOP2α/170:TOP2α/90 protein ratios (Fig. 8D).

Circumvention of Etoposide Resistance in K/VP.5 Cells with CRISPR/Cas9 Edited TOP2α E19/I19 5′ SS. We previously demonstrated that, in K562 and K/VP.5 cells, etoposide activity was directly related to TOP2α/170 mRNA/protein and inversely correlated with the expression of TOP2α/90 mRNA/protein (Kanagasabai et al., 2017; 2018). Since, in K/VP.5/edit-3 cells, TOP2α/90 mRNA/protein levels were decreased and TOP2α/170 mRNA/protein levels were increased (Fig 8A, 8C, and 8D), we next evaluated whether etoposide activity in this gene-edited clonal cell line would be enhanced consistent with circumvention of resistance.

Alkaline single cell gel electrophoresis (Comet) assays (Olive, 2002) were performed to assess DNA strand breaks (Olive Tail Moment) in K562, K/VP.5, and K/VP.5/edit 3 cells incubated for 30 minutes with 2 and 10 µM etoposide (Fig. 9A). Etoposide induced concentration dependent DNA strand breaks in K562 cells which were attenuated in resistant K/VP.5 cells and restored in K/VP.5/edit-3 cells to levels comparable to those in the parental K562 cells. As performed (at pH 13), Comet assays detected primarily single-strand breaks (Luke et al., 2010). Therefore, etoposide-induced DNA DSBs were also evaluated using expression of phosphorylated H2AX (γH2AX) as an endpoint (Rogakou et al., 1998). Cells were incubated 30 minutes with DMSO solvent control or etoposide (10-50 µM) followed by lysis and immunoblotting with anti-γH2AX antibody. Etoposide induced a concentration dependent expression of γH2AX in all three cells lines with evident attenuation of DSBs in resistant K/VP.5 cells and restoration of etoposide-induced DSBs in K/VP.5/edit-3 cells (Fig. 9B). These results were
consistent with the profile observed with Comet assays assessing single strand breaks (Fig. 9A). Quantitation of γH2AX results from five experiments performed on separate days demonstrated a concentration dependent increase in etoposide-induced γH2AX in all three cells lines, with a statistically significant increase in DSBs induced in K562 cells (P = 0.023) and K/VP.5/edit-3 cells (P<0.001) compared to K/VP.5 cells at 50 µM etoposide (Fig. 9C).

In parallel with increased etoposide-induced DSBs (γH2AX), there was concentration dependent “band depletion” of TOP2α/170 in K562, K/VP.5, and K/VP.5/edit-3 cells (Fig. 9B), consistent with etoposide-induced formation of high molecular weight TOP2α/DNA covalent complexes prevented from entering gels (Kaufmann and Svingen, 1999). At 50 µM etoposide there was a statistically significant depletion of TOP2α/170 compared to DMSO controls in all three cell lines (Fig. 9D). In contrast, there was no statistically significant decrease in TOP2α/90 consistent with the lack of active site tyrosine-805 in this truncated isoform (Kanagasabai et al. 2017, 2018) and the presumed loss of ability to form covalent complexes with DNA. Together, drug-induced DNA damage studies (Figs. 9A, 9B) support the hypothesis that optimizing the TOP2α E19/I19 5' SS sensitizes previously resistant K/VP.5 cells as a consequence of: 1) enhanced splicing out of I19; 2) reduced production of TOP2α/90; 3) restoration of TOP2α/170 levels.

Next, 48 hour growth inhibition assays were performed in K562, K/VP.5 and K/VP.5/edit cells treated continuously with etoposide, other TOP2-targeted agents, the Topoisomerase I inhibitor camptothecin, and the microtubule inhibitor podophyllotoxin (Fig. 10, Table 1). Compared to K562 cells, K/VP.5 cells were 21-fold resistant to etoposide with complete circumvention of resistance observed in K/VP.5/edit-3 cells (Fig. 10A, Table 1). Separate experiments in K562, K/VP.5, K/VP.5/edit-1, KVP.5/edit-2, and K/VP.5/edit-3 cells revealed a progressive restoration of TOP2α/170 protein levels compared to K562 cells (Supplemental Fig. 1). Moreover, based on IC_{50}-values from
replicate etoposide-induced growth inhibition assays (Supplemental Fig. 2, Supplemental Table 2), there was partial but progressive reversal of resistance in the one TOP2α allele- and two TOP2α allele-edited K/VP.5/edit-1 and K/VP.5/edit-2 cells, respectively, with complete circumvention of resistance in K/VP.5/edit-3 cells consistent with results shown in Fig. 10 and Table 1. These results validate the import of the E19/I19 5' SS for intron retention, expression of TOP2α/170 mRNA/protein and drug sensitivity. Of note, doubling times for all five cell lines were similar (Supplemental Table 2) indicating that gene-editing did not alter growth characteristics.

Fig. 10 and Table 1 also indicated 5-30 fold cross-resistance to teniposide, daunorubicin, mAMSA, pixantrone, and mitoxantrone, respectively (Table 1). As with etoposide, complete circumvention of resistance was observed with teniposide (Table 1) and daunorubicin (Fig. 10B, Table 1) in K/VP.5/edit-3 cells, while resistance was extensively but not completely reversed with mAMSA (Fig. 10C), mitoxantrone (Fig. 10D), and pixantrone (Fig. 10E); (Table 1). Finally, there was no resistance to camptothecin (Fig. 10F, Table 1) or podophyllotoxin (Table 1) in K/VP.5 or K/VP.5/edit-3 cells compared to K562 cells thus validating the specificity of the resistance phenotype in K/VP.5 cells for TOP2-targeted agents and indicating that gene-editing did not impact the sensitivity to two agents with intracellular targets differing from TOP2. Together results were again consistent with optimization of the E19/I19 5' SS playing an important role in diminishing intron retention leading to restored TOP2α/170 mRNA/protein and greater sensitivity to TOP2-targeting agents.
Discussion

Chemoresistance to TOP2α-targeted agents can result from a number of molecular mechanisms (Ganapathi and Ganapathi, 2013; Capelôa et al., 2020). In the case of K/VP.5 cells, acquired resistance to etoposide and similar TOP2α poisons is due, in part, to decreased TOP2α/170 expression associated with the increased expression of a C-terminal truncated isoform, TOP2α/90 (Fig. 1A, 1B) as a result of intron 19 retention and processing (Kanagasabai et al., 2017, 2018). Importantly, the truncated TOP2α/90 isoform lacks the active-site tyrosine-805 required to generate DNA strand breaks and is a determinant of chemoresistance through a dominant-negative effect related to heterodimerization with TOP2α/170 leading to reduced drug-induced TOP2α/170-DNA covalent cleavage complexes, attenuated DNA damage and decreased cytotoxic action (Kanagasabai et al., 2017, 2018).

Intron retention affects ~80% of protein coding genes in humans and is characterized by the inclusion of one or more introns in mature mRNA transcripts (Middleton et al., 2017). The SS sequences that define the 5′ and/or 3′ SS retained introns are often weak (Monteuiuis et al., 2019). Importantly, several studies have demonstrated that the strengthening of a weak 5′ SS by mutagenesis could enhance the splicing out of retained introns (Huang et al., 2012; Wickramasinghe et al., 2015; Eckert et al., 2016; Yue et al., 2017). Here, we utilized CRISPR/Cas9 gene editing to optimize the weak TOP2α E19/I19 5′ SS in K/VP.5 cells to improve splicing and circumvent drug resistance.
The CRISPR/Cas9 gene editing system requires a gRNA, which is comprised of the crRNA (i.e., required for DNA targeting) and the tracrRNA (i.e., necessary for nuclease activity) (Jinek et al., 2012; Cong et al., 2013; Mali et al., 2013). To direct the Cas9 nuclease, the 20 nucleotide crRNA sequence must be complementary to the target DNA and a three-nucleotide sequence motif (NGG), known as the PAM must also be present in the targeted locus (Fig. 4A). Once bound to the target DNA, the Cas9 nuclease introduces a blunt-end DSB three bases upstream of the PAM (Fig. 4A) (Jinek et al., 2012; Cong et al., 2013; Mali et al., 2013). Cas9 induced DSBs are predominantly repaired by the error-prone NHEJ pathway which results in nonspecific INDELs (Hsu et al., 2014).

Importantly, however, DSBs can also be repaired by HDR by utilizing exogenous custom repair templates, thus allowing knock-in of specific mutations (Cong et al., 2013). Nevertheless, high editing efficiency requires gRNA targeting close to the intended mutation (Paquet et al., 2016; Liang et al., 2017). Therefore, we focused on the three candidate PAMs identified (https://cctop.cos.uni-heidelberg.de/) (Stemmer et al., 2015) near the suboptimal/weak TOP2α E19/I19 5′ SS (Fig. 4A). Interestingly, GCD assays demonstrated that only gRNA-2 effectively targeted Cas9 to introduce DSBs in the TOP2α E19/I19 boundary sequence (Fig. 4A-C). Given that all three gRNAs anneal with genomic DNA sequences that are in close proximity to each other, differences in accessibility to their TOP2α E19/I19 boundary targets cannot account for the lack of targeting by gRNA-1 and -3 (Uusi-Makela et al., 2018). It is possible that the lack of gRNA-1 and -3 activity results from either the failure to form a functional Cas9–gRNA complex or internal interactions between the crRNA and tracrRNA that may interfere with Cas9-mediated cleavage (Thyme et al., 2016).

To expedite the screening of the edited TOP2α E19/I19 5′ SS in K/VP.5 cells, single cell clones isolated by limiting dilution were subjected to genomic DNA qPCR utilizing hybridization probes that discriminated between the wild type TOP2α E19/I19 and the CRISPR/Cas9 edited TOP2α E19/I19
boundary (compare Fig. 6AI and 6AIV). Of the ~60 clonal cell lines screened, nine contained the desired three genomic edits in one TOP2α allele based on qPCR (Fig 6AII). Sanger sequencing (Fig. 6BII) from one of the clones was consistent with one TOP2α allele edited based on the electropherogram peaks with no indication of INDELs in the two non-edited TOP2α alleles. Therefore, this clonal cell line (designated, K/VP.5/edit-1) was then subjected to an additional round of transfection and ~60 new clonal cell lines were screened by genomic DNA qPCR. Five clones were identified that had the desired edits in two TOP2α alleles (Fig. 6AIII and 6BIII; i.e., K/VP.5/edit-2). One clonal cell line was characterized that had all three TOP2α alleles properly edited across the TOP2α E19/I19 5' boundary (Fig. 6AIV and 6BIV; i.e., K/VP.5/edit-3). Finally, RsaI restriction enzyme analysis validated the interpretation of the CRISPR/Cas9 editing of TOP2α alleles in K/VP.5/edit-1-3 clonal cell lines (Fig. 7B).

Characterization of K/VP.5/edit-3 clonal cells revealed that TOP2α/90 protein levels were reduced while TOP2α/170 levels were increased compared to K/VP.5 cells and were at similar levels to those in parental K562 cells (Fig. 8C). In addition, TOP2α/170:TOP2α/90 mRNA and protein ratios were statistically significantly increased compared to etoposide-resistant K/VP.5 cells and were comparable to the parental K562 cells (Fig. 8A and 8D). Together, these results strongly suggested that CRISPR/Cas9 editing of the TOP2α E19/I19 5' SS improved the removal of I19. RNA-seq genome coverage track reads demonstrated that I19 retention events were decreased in K/VP.5/edit-3 clonal cells compared K/VP.5 cells (Fig. 8B), thus independently validating our qPCR and Western blot data.

Importantly, functional studies demonstrated that sensitivity to etoposide-induced DNA damage (Fig. 9A-9C) and etoposide-induced growth inhibition (Fig. 10A, Table 1, Supplemental Table 2) was restored in K/VP.5/edit-3 cells to comparable levels found in parental K562 cells. The lack of etoposide-induced band depletion for TOP2α/90 in all cell lines (Fig. 9D) is consistent with the absence of the
active site tyrosine-805 in this truncated isoform preventing formation of covalent complexes with DNA. Sensitivity to additional TOP2α poisons was also completely (e.g., daunorubicin) (Fig 10B, Table 1) or partially (e.g., mAMSA, mitoxantrone, pixantrone) restored (Fig. 10C-10E, Table 1) in K/VP.5/edit-3 cells.

CRISPR/Cas9 off-target effects might have played a role in the circumvention of the drug resistance phenotype observed in K/VP.5/edit-3 cells (Figs 9, 10). To limit mutations (INDELS) and unwanted chromosomal translocations, we transiently transfected K/VP.5 cells with Cas9/gRNA-2 ribonucleoprotein complexes to restrict the temporal activity of these complexes, improve precision and reduce off-target effects (Kim et al., 2014). Given that the doubling times for all our cell lines (gene-edited or not) were similar (Supplemental Table 2), CRISPR/Cas9 gene-editing did not significantly alter the growth characteristics of K/VP.5 edited cells. In addition, evaluating our RNA seq data, essential genes (i.e., required for cell survival) (Wang et al., 2019a), were not differentially expressed (fold change cutoff of 2 at 10% false discovery rate) in gene-edited K/VP.5/edit-3 compared to K/VP.5 cells (Supplemental Figure 3, denoted in red) consistent with a lack of important off-target effects. Additionally, the CCTop algorithm (https://cctop.cos.uni-heidelberg.de/) (Stemmer et al., 2015) was utilized to predict potential Cas9/gRNA-2 off-target genes where induced DSBs could result in unwanted INDELs and chromosomal translocations. Given that more than four mismatches between the gRNA and target DNA would prevent Cas9-mediated DSB induction (Cong et al., 2013; Hsu et al., 2013; Cho et al., 2014), potential gRNA-2 off-target sites were predicted allowing four mismatches and querying the human genomic sequence (Homo sapiens GRCh38/hg38). A total of 137 off-target sites were identified. Of these only 55 were expressed in K/VP.5 and K/VP.5/edit-3 cells. Of the top 20 putative Cas9/gRNA-2 off-target sites/genes, 18 were not differentially expressed (fold change cutoff of 2 at 10% false discovery rate) comparing gene-edited K/VP.5/edit-3 cells and K/VP.5 cells while the
two lowest expressing genes in this group exhibited slightly greater than a two-fold change (Supplemental Figure 3, denoted in blue), suggesting that off-target effects did not contribute to the overall phenotype observed in K/VP.5/edit-3 cells. Of note, the DNA topoisomerase IIβ (TOP2β) gene E19/I19 5’ SS was one of the top 20 putative Cas9/gRNA-2 off-target sites/genes. To demonstrate that this gene was not targeted by Cas9/gRNA-2, genomic DNA was isolated from K/VP.5/edit-3 cells and the TOP2β E19/I19 boundary was analyzed by a GCD assay and no INDELS were present (data not shown), suggesting that this gene was not targeted by Cas9/gRNA-2. Finally, circumvention of resistance in K/VP.5/edit-3 cells was observed only to those drugs targeting TOP2α with no changes in sensitivity to camptothecin, a TOP1 inhibitor, or to podophyllotoxin, a microtubule inhibitor (Table 1). While CRISPR/Cas9 off-target effects may occur in K/VP.5/edit-3 cells, results suggest that the predominant phenotype associated with circumvention of resistance appears to be driven by the modifications in the TOP2α E19/I19 5’ SS.

Importantly, the same suboptimal/weak TOP2α E19/I19 5’ SS is present in both parental K562 and resistant K/VP.5 cells (Kanagasabai et al. 2017, 2018). Hence, increased TOP2α I19 retention in K/VP.5 cells is likely due to aberrant spliceosome function/effectors in this acquired resistant cell line. Our CRISPR/Cas9 editing experiments demonstrated circumvention of resistance by optimizing the TOP2α E19/I19 5’ SS thereby improving splicing out of I19, decreasing production of TOP2α/90 and increasing levels of TOP2α/170 in spite of putative/presumed alterations in spliceosome function. Future studies will focus on the identification and characterization of splicing factors and cis-elements regulating TOP2α I19 retention in acquired resistance to TOP2-targeting drugs.
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Figure Legends

Fig. 1. TOP2α/170 and TOP2α/90 mRNA and protein levels in K562 and drug resistant K/VP.5 cells.

(A) qPCR experiments were performed utilizing K562 and K/VP.5 cDNAs and a TaqMan hydrolysis assay specific for TOP2α/170 and TOP2α/90 mRNAs. Results shown are the mean ± SD from six or eight paired RNA/cDNA isolations/determinations performed on separate days; \( P < 0.001 \), comparing the differences in mean calculated \( 2^{-\Delta\text{Ct}} \) values for K/VP.5 vs. K562 TOP2α/170 mRNA, 95% CI (1.17, 2.46); \( P = 0.005 \), comparing the differences in mean calculated \( 2^{-\Delta\text{Ct}} \) values for K/VP.5 vs. K562 TOP2α/90 mRNA, 95% CI (0.87, 2.99). (B) Representative immunoassay using K562 and K/VP.5 cellular lysates. Blots were probed with antibodies specific for the N-terminal portion of TOP2α/170/90 (i.e., amino acids 14–27) or for GAPDH; **, \( P < 0.01 \), ***, \( P < 0.001 \).

Fig. 2. Effects on TOP2α/90:TOP2α/170 mRNA ratios in AML patients upon post-therapy relapse.

Total RNA samples were isolated from blast cells obtained from newly diagnosed AML patients and the same patients at relapse, after receiving TOP2-targeting therapy. qPCR experiments were performed utilizing Taqman hydrolysis probes specific for TOP2α/170 and TOP2α/90 mRNAs as described in Methods and as used previously (Kanagasabai et al., 2017). From each patient’s samples (pretreatment
and at relapse), cDNAs were generated in parallel from isolated RNAs by reverse transcription and qPCR reactions were subsequently performed in parallel using a common master reaction mix. In addition, these evaluations were repeated on separate days by generation of cDNAs with subsequent qPCR reactions performed from each pair of patient’s samples. The ratio of TOP2α/90:TOP2α/170 mRNA pretreatment and after relapse was calculated and plotted as coordinate plots with point-line-point connections for each pair of evaluations for each patient. For patient #1, one of the sets of values connected by point-line-point for pretreatment (0.4) and relapse (0.9) were indicated in a previous publication (Kanagasabai et al., 2018). The black horizontal bars represent the mean values from repeated paired measures. Evaluation of the mean values for TOP2α/90:TOP2α/170 mRNA ratios pretreatment and after relapse for all seven patients indicated an average 4.01-fold increase which was statistically significant after performing a paired t-test on log transformed values; $P = 0.036$ [95% CI (1.14, 14.16)].

**Fig. 3.** Effects of optimizing the weak TOP2α E19/I19-5’ SS harbored in a TOP2α minigene construct on TOP2α/170 mRNA expression in etoposide resistant K/VP.5 cells. (A) Schematic representation of the TOP2α gene segment that was subcloned into the pcDNA3.1 expression plasmid. Minigene expressed and processed TOP2α/170 (E19/E20; i.e. I19 spliced out) and TOP2α/90 (E19/I19; i.e. I19 retained) PCR amplicon sizes are shown. (B) K562 and K/VP.5 cells were transfected with the TOP2α/Minigene1 construct (i.e., harbors the weak TOP2α E19/I19 5’ SS). RNA was isolated, reverse transcribed and PCR experiments were performed. Ethidium bromide stained agarose gel of fractionated TOP2α/170 amplicons are denoted with the red arrow. The PCR cycle number is indicated to ensure the linear range of amplification and allows for the direct comparison of the intensity of the TOP2α/170 amplicon from K562 cells versus K/VP.5 cells. (C) K/VP.5 cells were co-transfected with TOP2α/Minigene1 and TOP2α/Minigene2 (i.e., harbors a consensus TOP2α E19/I19 5’ SS). RNA was
isolated, reverse transcribed and multiplex PCR experiments were performed. Ethidium bromide stained agarose gel fractionated TOP2α/90 and TOP2α/170 amplicons are denoted. The PCR cycle number is indicated to ensure the linear range of amplification and allows for the direct comparison of the intensity of the TOP2α/90 and TOP2α/170 amplicon from K/VP.5 cells.

**Fig. 4.** Effects of gRNA-2 on Cas9 cleavage at the TOP2α E19/I19-5′ boundary sequence. (A) Sequence of the TOP2α E19/I19-5′ boundary sequence is shown. Candidate PAM sites and corresponding gRNAs are color coded. Arrows denote where Cas9 will generate a DSB. (B) Schematic representation of the E18 through I19 region of the TOP2α gene. The large color coded arrows denote sites where gRNA directed Cas9 cleavage and NHEJ generation of INDELs can occur. The small red arrows denote the forward and reverse primers used for the GCD assay. (C) Ethidium bromide stained agarose gel fractionated GCD PCR amplicons before and after treatment with T7 endonuclease I. The parental and T7 endonuclease I cleaved daughter PCR amplicons are indicated and their respective sizes are denoted. A positive HPRT1 control GCD assay is also shown.

**Fig. 5.** Strategy to utilize CRISPR/Cas9 and HDR to edit the suboptimal TOP2α E19/I19 5′ SS and PAM-2. (A) The TOP2α E19/I19 gene boundary sequence is shown. The suboptimal E19/I19 5′ SS sequence to be edited by CRISPR/Cas9 is boxed in blue. The “weak” SS score is also denoted. The PAM-2 site is denoted in red. (B) The proposed sequence changes to generate a “consensus” E19/I19 5′ SS sequence is boxed, underlined, and denoted in blue as are the resultant amino acid changes. The “consensus” SS score is also denoted. (C) The proposed sequence changes to “enhance” the E19/I19 5′ SS sequence is boxed, underlined, and denoted in blue as is the resultant amino acid change. The “enhanced” SS score is also denoted. (D) The proposed sequence changes to “enhance” the E19/I19 5′ SS plus eliminate the PAM-2 site are shown in the blue box and by the change in the PAM-2 sequence (TGG→TG C). The resultant amino acid changes are shown in blue. The “enhanced” SS score is also
denoted. (E) To introduce the proposed changes in the suboptimal TOP2α E19/I19 5′ SS and PAM-2, a ssODN HDR template (denoted “Enhanced E19/I19 5′ SS/No PAM-2”) was synthesized.

**Fig. 6.** qPCR selection and sequence analysis of CRISPR/Cas9 edited TOP2α E19/I19 5′ SS clonal cell lines. (A) Amplification plots of qPCR reactions from K/VP.5 and K/VP.5/edit-1,2,3 cells (labeled I-IV) using wild type and edited-specific E19/I19 boundary qPCR probes. (B) Electropherograms of the genomic sequence of the TOP2α E19/I19 gene boundary in K/VP.5 and K/VP.5/edit-1,2,3 cells (labeled I-IV).

**Fig. 7.** Validation of CRISPR/Cas9 editing of the TOP2α E19/I19 5′ SS in K/VP.5 cells by Rsa1 analysis. (A) Schematic representation of the E18 through I19 portion of the TOP2α gene. Red arrows denote the forward and reverse primers used for the identification of CRISPR editing of the TOP2α E19/I19 5′ SS using RsaI endonuclease. Purple arrow denotes site where RsaI creates double strand breaks of CRISPR-edited PCR amplicons. (B) Ethidium bromide stained agarose gel of fractionated Rsa1-treated PCR amplicons from K/VP.5 and K/VP.5/edit-1,2,3 DNA. The black arrow denotes the parental PCR amplicon. Expected sizes of parental and daughter PCR amplicons are indicated in red.

**Fig. 8.** Effects of optimizing the TOP2α intron 19 5′ SS in K/VP.5 on TOP2α/170 mRNA and protein expression in K/VP.5 cells. (A) qPCR analyses were performed from RNA samples isolated from K562, K/VP.5, and KVP.5/edit-3 cells utilizing Taqman hydrolysis probes specific for TOP2α/170 and TOP2α/90 mRNAs as previously described (Kanagasabai et al., 2017). Results shown are the mean ± SD from six cellular RNA isolation experiments performed on separate days; \( P = 0.001 \) comparing the difference in mean values for K562 and K/VP.5 mRNAs, 95% CI (93.1, 206.1); \( P = 0.038 \) comparing the difference in mean values for K/VP.5/edit-3 vs K/VP.5 mRNAs, 95% CI (6.4, 145.5). (B) Visualization of retained intron 19 of TOP2α RNA-seq genome coverage tracks showing the intron 19 retention event in K/VP.5 cells and the restoration of intron removal in K/VP.5/edit-3 cells. Reduced
coverage denoted for exon 20 indicates fewer full length TOP2α/170 reads in K/VP.5 cells. Increased exon 20 coverage in K/VP.5/edit-3 cells indicates restoration of intron 19 removal and more full length TOP2α/170 reads consistent with expression of greater full length mature TOP2α/170 mRNA. (C) Representative immunoassay using K562, K/VP.5, and KVP.5/edit-3 cellular lysates. Blots were probed with antibodies specific for the N-terminal portion of TOP2α/170/90 (i.e., amino acids 14–27) or for GAPDH. (D) The ratio of TOP2α/170 to TOP2α/90 protein expression levels was calculated from multiple immunoassays from K562, K/VP.5, and KVP.5/edit-3 cellular lysates. Results shown are the mean ± SD from ten experiments performed on separate days; *P < 0.001 comparing the difference in mean values for K562 and K/VP.5 cell TOP2α/170 to TOP2α/90 ratios, 95% CI (2.17, 3.71); P = 0.002 comparing the difference in mean values for K/VP.5/edit-3 and K/VP.5 cell TOP2α/170 to TOP2α/90 ratios, 95% CI (0.83, 2.89). *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01, ***, P < 0.001.

**Fig. 9.** Effects of optimizing the TOP2α E19/I19 5' SS on sensitivity to etoposide-induced DNA damage. (A) K562, K/VP.5, and KVP.5/edit-3 cells were incubated with etoposide (2 or 10 μM) or DMSO (control) for 30 minutes followed by alkaline (pH 13) Comet assays. Results shown are the mean ± SD for five cellular experiments run on separate days. For all experimental conditions in each experiment greater than 100 cells were evaluated by OpenComet software. At 2 μM etoposide, P = 0.005 comparing the difference in mean values for K562 and K/VP.5 cells, 95% CI (16.8, 48.3); P < 0.001 comparing the difference in mean values for K/VP.5/edit-3 and K/VP.5 cells, 95% CI (39.7, 59.2). At 10 μM etoposide, P < 0.001 comparing the difference in mean values for K562 and K/VP.5 cells, 95% CI (41.5, 72.7); P < 0.001 comparing the difference in mean values for K/VP.5/edit-3 and K/VP.5 cells, 95% CI (44.9, 61.1). (B) Representative immunoblot blot from whole cell lysates of K562, K/VP.5 and K/VP.5/edit-3 cells treated with DMSO or etoposide (10, 20, 50 μM) for 30 minutes. The blot was probed with an antibody specific for the N-terminal portion of TOP2α/170/90 (i.e., amino acids...
14–27) and with γH2AX and GAPDH antibodies. (C) Scattergram of etoposide-induced DNA double-strand breaks assessed by γH2AX formation. Lines connect the mean values at each etoposide concentration and are derived from five separate cellular experiments performed on separate days under the same conditions as shown in Fig. 9B. \( P = 0.023 \) comparing K562 and K/VP.5 cells at 50 µM etoposide; \( P < 0.001 \) comparing K/VP.5/edit-3 and K/VP.5 cells at 50 µM etoposide. Statistical analysis was performed by a repeated measured one-way ANOVA using multiple comparisons versus the K/VP.5 cell control group (Holm-sidak method). (D) Etoposide (50 µM)-induced TOP2α/170 and TOP2α/90 band depletion. Results shown are the mean ± SD for five separate cellular/immunoblot experiments identical to the representative experiment shown in Fig. 9B. For etoposide-induced TOP2α/170 band depletion compared to 100% DMSO controls: \( P = 0.012 \) K562 cells, 95% CI (20.1, 90.4); \( P = 0.014 \) K/VP.5 cells, 95% CI (16.3, 80.3); \( P < 0.001 \) K/VP.5/edit-3 cells, 95% CI (54.5, 81.7). For etoposide-induced TOP2α/90 band depletion compared to 100% controls: \( P = 0.122 \) K562 cells; \( P = 0.088 \) K/VP.5 cells; \( P = 0.365 \) K/VP.5/edit cells. *, \( P < 0.05 \); **, \( P < 0.01 \); ***, \( P < 0.001 \).

**Fig. 10.** Growth inhibitory effects of etoposide and other topoisomerase-targeted drugs in K562, K/VP.5, and K/VP.5/edit-3 cells. Log-phase cells were incubated for 48 hours with various concentrations of etoposide, daunorubicin, mAMSA, mitoxantrone, pixantrone, and camptothecin after which cells were counted on an electronic particle counter (Z1 Coulter counter). The extent of growth beyond the starting concentration in drug-treated versus DMSO controls was expressed ultimately as percent inhibition. Shown are representative concentration-response (inhibitory) curves for each of the tested drugs with 50% inhibitory concentrations (IC\(_{50}\)-values) indicated. Compilation of replicate experiments performed on different days is shown in Table 1.
TABLE 1
Growth inhibitory effects of anticancer drugs in K562, K/VP.5, and K/VP.5/edit-3 cells

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anticancer Agent</th>
<th>K562 Cells (IC₅₀; nM)ᵦ</th>
<th>K/VP.5 Cells (IC₅₀; nM)</th>
<th>K/VP.5/edit-3 Cells (IC₅₀; nM)</th>
<th>Relative Resistanceᵇ (K/VP.5­­/K562)</th>
<th>Relative Resistanceᵇ (K/VP.5/edit-3/K562)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Etoposide</td>
<td>146.8±27.7 (5)</td>
<td>3131±1162 (5)</td>
<td>66.0±6.3 (5)</td>
<td>21.6</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teniposide</td>
<td>15.5±1.9 (5)</td>
<td>291.2±26.0 (5)</td>
<td>10.1±0.9 (5)</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daunorubicin</td>
<td>7.4±0.5 (6)</td>
<td>34.5±3.8 (6)</td>
<td>7.5±1.3 (5)</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mAMSA</td>
<td>28.8±4.8 (5)</td>
<td>274.0±33.4 (5)</td>
<td>94.0±15.9 (5)</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitoxantrone</td>
<td>3.6±0.6 (5)</td>
<td>104.0±22.1 (5)</td>
<td>14.0±4.0 (5)</td>
<td>29.7</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pixantrone</td>
<td>81.4±12.1 (5)</td>
<td>1457±227 (5)</td>
<td>233.4±47.7 (5)</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camptothecin</td>
<td>11.2±5.0 (5)</td>
<td>10.6±3.5 (5)</td>
<td>10.1±2.7 (5)</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Podophyllotoxin</td>
<td>10.9±0.4 (3)</td>
<td>10.9±1.3 (3)</td>
<td>10.5±1.1 (3)</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

 standardUserDefaults="{" is_table":true," table":[["Anticancer Agent","K562 Cells (IC₅₀; nM)ᵦ","K/VP.5 Cells (IC₅₀; nM)","K/VP.5/edit-3 Cells (IC₅₀; nM)","Relative Resistanceᵇ (K/VP.5­­/K562)","Relative Resistanceᵇ (K/VP.5/edit-3/K562)"],["Etoposide","146.8±27.7 (5)","3131±1162 (5)","66.0±6.3 (5)","21.6","0.5"],["Teniposide","15.5±1.9 (5)","291.2±26.0 (5)","10.1±0.9 (5)","18.8","0.7"],["Daunorubicin","7.4±0.5 (6)","34.5±3.8 (6)","7.5±1.3 (5)","4.7","1.0"],["mAMSA","28.8±4.8 (5)","274.0±33.4 (5)","94.0±15.9 (5)","9.6","3.3"],["Mitoxantrone","3.6±0.6 (5)","104.0±22.1 (5)","14.0±4.0 (5)","29.7","4.0"],["Pixantrone","81.4±12.1 (5)","1457±227 (5)","233.4±47.7 (5)","18.1","2.9"],["Camptothecin","11.2±5.0 (5)","10.6±3.5 (5)","10.1±2.7 (5)","0.9","0.9"],["Podophyllotoxin","10.9±0.4 (3)","10.9±1.3 (3)","10.5±1.1 (3)","1.0","1.0"]],["Fifty percent inhibitory concentration (IC₅₀) in a 48 hour growth inhibition assay.""]]"}
\(b\) IC\(_{50}\) of K/VP.5 or K/VP.5/edit-3 cells divided by that of the parental K562 cell line.

\(c\) Mean ± S.D.; numbers in parentheses, number of independent experiments performed on different days.
Figure 1

A. TOP2α/170 mRNA (2^(-ΔCt) vs TOP2α/90

B. Western blot analysis of TOP2α/170 and TOP2α/90 in K562 and K/VP.5 cells.
Figure 2

The figure shows graphs for each patient (Patient #1 to Patient #7) comparing relative mRNA expression levels of TOP2a between pretreatment and relapse stages. The y-axis represents the relative mRNA expression levels (TOP2a/B0 divided by TOP2a/170). The x-axis represents the treatment stages: pretreatment and relapse. Each patient has a separate graph with data points indicating changes in expression levels.
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A. mRNA isolation/RT-PCR
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**Figure 4**

A. Exon 19

```
5' GAAATGTCTTCTTATCATCATGTTGAGTTGA // GTAAACACACAATCCATGTTT
5' GTCTTCTTATCATCATGTTG 3' gRNA-1
3' ACAA...... 5'
5' GAAATGTCTTCTTATCATCA 3' gRNA-2
```

B. TOP2α Gene

C. 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>HPRT (con gRNA)</th>
<th>TOP2α (gRNA-1)</th>
<th>TOP2α (gRNA-2)</th>
<th>TOP2α (gRNA-3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exon 18</td>
<td>(24 bp)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intron 18</td>
<td>(103 bp)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exon 19</td>
<td>(122 bp)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intron 19</td>
<td>(160 bp)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 5

A. Wild Type TOP2α E19/I19 5’ SS

Exon 19 Intron 19

GAA ATG TCT TCT TAT CAT CAT GGT GAG//GTA AAC ACA CAA 5’ SS score (6.1)
Glu Met Ser Ser Tyr His His Gly Glu Val Asn Thr Gln

B. Consensus TOP2α E19/I19 5’ SS

Exon 19 Intron 19

GAA ATG TCT TCT TAT CAT CAT GGT CAG//GTA AGT ACA CAA 5’ SS score (12.4)
Glu Met Ser Ser Tyr His His Gly Gln Val Ser Thr Gln

C. Enhanced TOP2α E19/I19 5’ SS

Exon 19 Intron 19

GAA ATG TCT TCT TAT CAT CAT GGT GAG//GTA AGT ACA CAA 5’ SS score (11.6)
Glu Met Ser Ser Tyr His His Gly Glu Val Ser Thr Gln

D. Enhanced TOP2α E19/I19 5’ SS/No PAM-2

Exon 19 Intron 19

GAA ATG TCT TCT TAT CAT CAT GGT GAG//GTA AGT ACA CAA 5’ SS score (11.6)
Glu Met Ser Ser Tyr His His Ala Glu Val Ser Thr Gln

E. HDR Template (Enhanced E19/I19 5’ SS/No PAM-2)

Exon 19 Intron 19

No homology arm (90 nt) Splice Site Score: 11.6
No PAM-2 homology arm (90 nt)
5’ GTGAG//GTAA GT
...GAAATGTCTTCTTATCATCATGCTGAG//GTAA GTACACAATCCATGTTT...
Figure 6

A. Fluorescence (au) vs. PCR Cycles for K/VP.5 and K/VP.5/edit-1 to K/VP.5/edit-3 variants.

B. Genetic sequences showing wildtype and edited alleles for Exon 19 and Intron 19 of TOP2α Ex-19/In-19 5’ SS.
Figure 7.

A. **TOP2α Gene**
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CRISPR/Cas9 Generated Rsal Cleavage Sites
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Gel Electrophoresis Image:

- Rsal Digest: -- + -- + -- + -- +
- Bands: 409 bp → 255 bp → 154 bp
Figure 8

A. Relative mRNA Expression (TOP2α/TOP2α*):
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D. Relative Protein Level (TOP2α/90):
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Figure 10

A. % Inhibition vs. Etoposide, µM

B. % Inhibition vs. Daunorubicin, µM

C. % Inhibition vs. mAMSA, µM

D. % Inhibition vs. Mitoxantrone, µM

E. % Inhibition vs. Pixantrone, µM

F. % Inhibition vs. Camptothecin, µM